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“In spite of the cost of living, it’s still popular” - Kathy Norris

This witticism aptly captures the current state of the U.S. economy, where inflation
remains persistently high. Americans, renowned for their robust spending habits,
continue to prioritize maintaining their lifestyles, further complicating economic
predictions.

This has led to increased market volatility over the last few weeks as pundits
extrapolate this to mean that the Federal Reserve will be slower to lower interest rates
than previously anticipated. Through March of this year, the stock market rallied
assuming Fed rate cuts were imminent. However, an abrupt change in perception led
to a recent 5.3% decline in stock values over three weeks, with bond prices also
dropping as interest rates rose.

I usually find it less necessary to write newsletters during bullish market phases.
Research indicates that overloading investors with information can sometimes lead to
unneeded anxiety. As Warren Buffet’s longtime partner, Charlie Munger, once said “the
first rule of compounding is to never interrupt it unnecessarily.” (Charlie was a
national treasure who we sadly lost in November, just days away from his 100th
birthday. Warren credits Charlie with much of Berkshire Hathaway’s success.)

So, when my phone started ringing more than usual lately, with clients nervous about
this new (downward) volatility, I knew it was time to reach out.
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The Fed’s goal going into 2022 was to defeat inflation through “demand destruction.”
They took a sledgehammer to the economy, using 11 interest rate hikes and
quantitative tightening to break inflation. The Fed rate hikes which began on March 17,
2022, also created a dreaded “inverted yield curve” which the media assured us would
throw the country into a recession at any moment. We were told to brace for a “hard
landing”. Robert Shiller paraded around on TV, his CAPE Ratio - which implied that
stocks were grossly overvalued, was surely correct and famed money manager Jeremy
Grantham (on August 31, 2022) said this would lead to “an epic crash.” Since then,
other headlines have tried to separate our clients from their investments and seek the
perceived safety of cash.

The inflation mania peaked soon after, in the fall of 2022, and despite these dire
forecasts our advice remained steadfast. I wrote a newsletter on September 27, 2022,
reiterating our continued guidance to stay focused, continue working the plan and not
change course because of doomsday predictions. I wrote: “I believe that making
investment policy based on predictions, instead of evidence, is very dangerous. The
worst plan is the one not followed – especially in the face of provocation such as this
market environment and media hysteria.” Current events, and the market’s gyrations
in response, are the third rail of investing.

Fortunately, RZH clients heeded this advice and those in the public who panicked,
adrift without an advisor, missed out on a stock market advance of 45% since my
September 2022 newsletter.   Yes…over the next 19 months or so, the S&P 500 (with
dividends) produced over four years’ worth of average returns.  There was no
“landing” at all, hard or soft. The US economy just kept cruising, corporate earnings
kept growing and stock prices followed suit.

This reinforces our philosophy that a thoughtfully crafted, plan-driven, stress-tested
portfolio makes current events irrelevant to what we do. And it further reinforces our
mantra; the markets cannot be consistently timed, and the economy cannot be
reliably forecast.

As we face 2024, we expect continued volatility, influenced by global conflicts,
domestic unrest, and a presidential election which is sure to be a spectacle. 
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So, during such times of fear and uncertainty, it is always prudent to revisit some core
tenants of our investment philosophy:

General Principles of the RZH Investment Philosophy

We are goal-focused and planning-driven, as sharply distinguished from an
approach that is market-focused and current-events-driven. We believe long-term
investment success comes from continuously acting on a plan. Investment failure
often results from continually reacting to current events in the economy and the
markets.

History has shown that the economy cannot be reliably forecast, nor the markets
consistently timed. You and RZH are long-term investors, working steadily toward
the achievement of your most cherished lifetime goals. We make no attempt to
forecast, much less time, the equity markets; these efforts have a historically
extremely low probability of success.

Understanding investors' inability to consistently time the stock market, we
believe that the only way to be sure of capturing the full premium return of stocks
is to ride out their frequent but ultimately temporary declines.

Factors which add a significant amount of value to an investment plan are:
keeping costs low, being diversified, focusing on tax efficiency, staying liquid, and
matching asset allocation and investments with objectives.

Our essential principles of goal-focused portfolio management remain
unchanged:

The performance of a portfolio relative to a market benchmark is largely
irrelevant to long-term financial success.

a.

The only benchmark we should care about is the one that indicates whether
we are on track to accomplish your financial goals.

b.

Risk should be measured as the probability that we will not achieve your
goals.

c.

Investing should have the exclusive purpose of minimizing the risk of not
achieving your goals.

d.



Our mission remains - to help our clients and their families embrace life to the full
extent of their wealth, knowing they have a plan in place which makes short-term
market fluctuations irrelevant to their financial security.

We are always here for you and continuously available to discuss market dynamics or
how your financial plan and portfolio is prepared for future uncertainties.

Thank you for being our clients and trusting us with your financial journey, it is a
genuine privilege to serve you.

Best wishes for a wonderful summer!

Carl J. Zuckerberg, CFP®, AIF®, CIMA®
Principal, Chief Investment Strategist

1. Performance calculated using Vanguard S&P 500 ETF (“VOO”) closing price as proxy for S&P 500
Index for the period March, 28, 2024, through April 19, 2024, assuming dividend reinvest. Full
calculation methodology available upon request.

2. Performance calculated using Vanguard S&P 500 ETF (“VOO”) closing price as proxy for S&P 500
Index for the period September 27, 2022, through May 6, 2024, assuming dividend reinvest. Full
calculation methodology available upon request.

3. “Average returns” refers to average annual returns of the S&P 500 index from 1926-2023 of 10.1%
as published in the Dimensional Fund Advisors Matrix Book, Historical Returns Data.



Important Disclosure Information 

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different
types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the
future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the
investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by RZH Advisors
(“RZH”), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in
this commentary will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance
level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to
various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content
may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume
that any discussion or information contained in this commentary serves as the receipt of, or as
a substitute for, personalized investment advice from RZH. Please remember to contact RZH,
in writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment
objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations
and/or services, or if you would like to impose, add, or to modify any reasonable restrictions
to our investment advisory services. RZH is neither a law Firm, nor a certified public
accounting Firm, and no portion of the commentary content should be construed as legal or
accounting advice. A copy of the RZH’s current written disclosure Brochure discussing our
advisory services and fees continues to remain available upon request, or at
www.rzhadvisors.com. 

Historical performance results for investment indices, benchmarks, and/or categories have
been provided for general informational/comparison purposes only, and generally do not
reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges, the deduction of an investment
management fee, nor the impact of taxes, the incurrence of which would have the effect of
decreasing historical performance results. It should not be assumed that your RZH account
holdings correspond directly to any comparative indices or categories. Please Also Note: (1)
performance results do not reflect the impact of taxes; (2) comparative benchmarks/indices
may be more or less volatile than your RZH accounts; and, (3) a description of each
comparative benchmark/index is available upon request. 



Please Note: Limitations: Neither rankings and/or recognitions by unaffiliated rating
services, publications, media, or other organizations, nor the achievement of any
designation, certification, or license should be construed by a client or prospective client
as a guarantee that he/she will experience a certain level of results if RZH is engaged, or
continues to be engaged, to provide investment advisory services. Rankings published by
magazines, and others, generally base their selections exclusively on information prepared
and/or submitted by the recognized adviser. Rankings are generally limited to
participating advisers (see link as to participation data/criteria, to the extent applicable).
Unless expressly indicated to the contrary, RZH did not pay a fee to be included on any
such ranking. No ranking or recognition should be construed as a current or past
endorsement of RZH by any of its clients. ANY QUESTIONS: RZH’s Chief Compliance Officer
remains available to address any questions regarding rankings and/or recognitions,
including the criteria used for any reflected ranking. 

* About the Forbes Ranking: The Forbes ranking of America's Top Women Wealth Advisors,
developed by SHOOK Research, is based on an algorithm of qualitative and quantitative
data, rating thousands of wealth advisors with a minimum of seven years of experience and
weighing factors like revenue trends, assets under management, compliance records,
industry experience and best practices learned through telephone and in-person interviews.
Portfolio performance is not a criteria due to varying client objectives and lack of audited
data. Neither Forbes or SHOOK receive a fee in exchange for rankings.


